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Get Started

Bring your historic quote, historic 
sales, product, customer, and list price 
data to start using the Quote Pricing 
application today. 

Gain Insights
Speed up the sales process, increase 
conversion rates, and maximize 
revenue and/or profit margins with 
automated quote pricing.

Take Action
Integrate recommended quote pricing 
directly into your ERP system via API.

Request a demo

Peak is a platform for building Decision Intelligence applications. It has a suite of outcome-focused features that enable customers to build and integrate apps that deliver AI-powered insight and direct decision making 
across multiple business functions. The Peak platform makes AI applications widely accessible within a business; uniting both technical and line-of-business teams on one platform. 

App overview:

Quote Pricing applies AI models to historical 
quote data, historical sales data, product, 
customer, and list price data to automate the 
request for quotation (RFQ) process with 
optimized pricing to win the deal without leaving 
money on the table.

1. Create your AI-ready data set
Ingest, transform, and organize large 
volumes of data from across your company. 

2. Create your centralized intelligence 
Apply predictive and price elasticity  
models to the data.

3. Make decisions
View opening price and target price 
recommendations for each item on the quote.

• Historic quote price data 

• Historic sales data

• Product metadata

Apply predictive models to estimate the expected selling price of a 
product and price elasticity models to predict the sale conversion 
probability and margin for a range of prices around the expected selling 
price. The outputs of these models are used to maximize either revenue, 
margin, or a combination of both, dependent on your business needs.

• Return opening price and target price for each item on the quote  
in five seconds or less with an API call containing the quote data. 

• Explore historic price elasticity of demand for products in a 
dashboard, which can be used to inform list price changes.

• Customer metadata

• List price data

Contact us

Increase  
win rates

Maximize revenue 
and profit margins

Reduce excessive 
discounting

Outcomes:

Gain a competitive 
advantage

How it works

Quote Pricing is built on Peak, the Decision Intelligence platform.  
It uses AI models to estimate the sale conversion probability for a 
range of prices to determine a recommended opening price and 
target price for each quote, so you can maximize profit margin and 
increase conversion rates.

Success story:

Read more

https://peak.ai/quote-pricing-demo/?utm_source=appguide&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=pdf&utm_content=demorequest&utm_term=quotepricingurl
https://www.facebook.com/PeakGlobalHQ/
https://www.instagram.com/peak_hq/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/peak-ai/
https://twitter.com/Peak_HQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCP9BpH5jhVjBBQsmWlkTcjw
mailto:info%40peak.ai?subject=
https://peak.ai/hub/success-story/marshalls/
https://peak.ai/hub/success-story/marshalls/

